Electrochemical and Quantum Chemical Studies of 1, 5-bis (2-nitrophenyl)-1, 4-pentadien-3-one as Corrosion Inhibitors for Mild Steel in Hydrochloric Acid Solution
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Effects of 1, 5-bis (2-nitrophenyl)-1, 4- pentadien -3-one (BPDO) on mild steel in 1M hydrochloric acid solutions were explored using weight loss and electrochemical techniques. Mass losses of polished mild steel in 1M HCl measured after diverse time exposure of 2-24h show that the presence of BPDO drastically decreases the rate of mild steel dissolution and the effect enhances upon increasing its concentration. Potentiodynamic polarization experiments demonstrate a large diminish in cathodic, anodic and corrosion currents due to the presence of BPDO in 1M hydrochloric acid. The increase in adsorption of the BPDO on the mild steel surface and reduce of mass transport in the presence of BPDO upon increasing its concentration were confirmed by Electrochemical Impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements. The adsorption of BPDO abide Langmuir adsorption model. Activation parameters such as activation energy, enthalpy of activation and entropy of activation were calculated and discussed. Quantum chemical studies were performed to correlate BPDO efficiency and their molecular structure using quantum chemical calculations.
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